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Size-selective resonant Raman scattering in CdS doped glasses
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~Received 23 July 1997!

The size and excitation dependence of resonant low-frequency Raman scattering in CdS nanocrystals~radii
less than 10 nm! embedded in a glassy matrix have been investigated. We report a size-selective excitation for
excitations inside the absorption features. The Raman spectra exhibit a different behavior when the excitation
is below the absorption band. This behavior is shown to depend on the fabrication process of the samples and
is assigned to a resonance on surface defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The original properties of semiconductor nanopartic
compared to the bulk materials have been at the origin of
large interest in these materials in the last decades.1 These
properties are related to the confinement in the semicon
tor nanocrystals~radii less than 10 nm! of the ~quasi! par-
ticles ~electrons, holes, excitons, phonons, etc.!.

Among these materials, the semiconductor doped glas
some of which are commercially available as color
glasses, have been widely investigated for their optical pr
erties. The electron-phonon coupling in these materials i
prime importance because its strength increases with
creasing nanocrystal size.2 Confined acoustic and optica
phonons were observed both in spectral hole burning3 and
photoluminescence experiments.4 These results show the im
portance of a complete study of the confined vibration mo
of the nanocrystals. Raman scattering is a suitable too
access the vibration energies and also the electron-pho
coupling.5,6 Previous results on CdSe-doped glasses have
ready shown that the effect of size is clearly seen on
acoustic modes.7

The present work is a study in CdS nanoparticles of
low-frequency inelastic scattering~LOFIS! that result from
the Raman scattering of confined acoustic vibrations of
lattice.8 It was conducted to take full advantage not only
the size variation, but also of the excitation energy variati
Original experimental results coming from the excitation d
pendence of the spectra were obtained. Their interpreta
requires a new look at previously reported Raman result
CdS ~Refs. 9 and 10! and CdSxSe12x ~Refs. 11–15! doped
glasses.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The main part of this work was done on CdS nanop
ticles obtained in a borosilicate glass matrix during a therm
annealing process based on diffusion controlled ph
decomposition.16 All experimental results reported here we
obtained at room temperature. The average radius of
nanoparticles were measured by small-angle x-ray scatte
570163-1829/98/57~1!/341~6!/$15.00
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~SAXS! and their absorption spectra were used to perfo
resonant Raman scattering. Two sets of samples with dif
ent particle concentrations were investigated. Unless st
differently, we will refer in the following to the most con
centrated samples. Other samples prepared via a so
route17 were also investigated.

A five gratings DILOR Z40 monochromator was used
measure all the Raman spectra. Its high rejection rate ma
it possible to measure low-frequency Raman spectra clos
the Rayleigh line. Both backscattering and 90° geomet
were used and no difference between them was obser
Different visible lines of Ar1 and Kr1 lasers were used fo
excitation.

Concerning the required excitation power, very differe
situations can be obtained because of the fast variation o
optical density of the samples. Special care was taken no
heat locally. This is achieved with low power in the spect
region of high absorption of the sample and higher pow
when the excitation is outside the absorption features to
tain a better signal-to-noise ratio. The Stokes-anti-Stokes
tio, a conventional way to check the temperature, could
be used because of the resonant conditions. Nevertheles
could have some estimation of the local heating of
sample by checking the linearity of the signal with the ex
tation power. In the spectral range of fast variation of t
optical density of our sample, some strong nonlinearity w
observed, coming from the red shift of the absorption spe
with increasing temperature. A small local heating of t
sample results in a significant increase in the optical den
at the excitation wavelength and thus to more heating. In
case, very low excitation power was used. This does
occur in the spectral region where the optical density va
slowly.

III. RESULTS

Results obtained under the previously described con
tions are presented in Figs. 1–7. Both the Stokes~creation of
a vibration, positive Raman Shift! and anti-Stokes~annihila-
tion of a vibration, negative Raman Shift! scattering are plot-
ted in the LOFIS spectra.
341 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Figures 1 and 2 are the excitation dependence of
LOFIS spectra of samples with average radius of the p
ticles a533 Å and a519 Å, respectively. They show
strong dependence on the excitation energy. The experim
tal curves were normalized on their maximum to have co
parable intensities. Absorption spectra are plotted to sh
the resonant condition of the different spectra. When the
citation is very far from the absorption structure, the o
served scattering is the ‘‘boson peak’’ typical of the gla
matrix18 with a broad maximum around 50 cm21. This is the
case fora519 Å, lexc5514 nm~Fig. 2, curvea! and fora
533 Å, lexc5647 nm~same spectra as before, not shown
Fig. 1! and larger wavelengths. In these cases, no scatte
around 303 cm21 ~position of the LO line of CdS! is ob-
served. In all other cases plotted in these two figures,
303 cm21 LO line of CdS is seen. Two excitation domain
~with some overlapping! can be distinguished: ~a! inside

FIG. 1. Excitation dependence of the LOFIS spectra in a C
doped glass with an average radiusa533 Å. The right plot is the
absorption spectrum of this sample and the arrows indicate the
sition of the excitation. The excitations used are 568.2, 53
514.5, 501.7, 496.5, 488.0, 482.5, 476.5, 472.7, 465.8, and 4
nm from ~a! to ~k!, respectively. The dotted line on the right pl
indicates the position of the bulk wurtzite CdS gap.

FIG. 2. Excitation dependence of the LOFIS spectra in a C
doped glass with an average radiusa519 Å. The right plot is the
absorption spectrum of this sample and the arrows indicate the
sition of the excitation. The excitations used are 514.5, 48
476.5, 457.9, 413.1, and 406.7 nm from~a! to ~f!, respectively. The
dotted line on the right plot indicates the position of the bulk wur
ite CdS gap.
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the absorption band~Fig. 1, curvese–k and Fig. 2, curves
c– f ! where the position of the LOFIS line depends on t
excitation;~b! below the absorption band~Fig. 1, curvesa–e
and Fig. 2, curvesb andc! where the shape and position o
the Raman line are excitation-independent.

Figure 3 represents the size dependence of the LO
signal for excitation below the absorption features for diffe
ent samples corresponding to average particle radius betw
19 and 70 Å. A clear shift to lower energy as the average s
of the particles increases is seen~see Fig. 5!.

The polarized Raman spectra differ according to the
citation wavelength. Figure 4 compares for samplea
533 Å both kinds of excitation. Outside the absorption ba
(lexc5514.5 nm) LOFIS bands are strongly polarized. On
the boson peak of the glass is observed in the crossed
figuration spectrum@Fig. 4a#. Inside the absorption ban
(lexc5465.8 nm) LOFIS bands are observed both in para
and crossed polarization@Fig. 4b#: this corresponds to a
strong depolarization of the light.

Figure 4 shows the LOFIS spectra in the parallel~electric
field of incident and scattered light parallel! and crossed

-

o-
,
.9

-

o-
,

-

FIG. 3. Size dependence of the LOFIS scattering from C
doped glasses for excitation below the absorption bands. The s
tra were obtained in the parallel configuration, except for the do
curve that was obtained in the crossed configuration. The ave
radiusa of the particles in the samples are indicated.

FIG. 4. Parallel~continuous curves! and crossed~dotted curves!
configuration spectra of a CdS-doped glass with average par
radiusa533 Å. The excitation wavelengthslexc are given in the
figure. The broad contribution around 50 cm21 in both spectra with
lexc5514.5 nm is the boson peak of the glass matrix. The rela
intensities of both polarization configurations are not respected
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57 343SIZE-SELECTIVE RESONANT RAMAN SCATTERING IN . . .
~electric field of incident and scattered light perpendicul!
configurations for both kinds of excitation discussed befo
The polarization behavior depends strongly on the exc
tion: below the absorption no depolarization is observ
whereas a depolarized line is observed under resonan
sorption conditions. This is the same whatever the sam
and whatever the excitations in the two already descri
domains.

Figure 5 represents the position of the LOFIS line a
function of the inverse relevant radius as will be discus
later in the text.

Figure 6 shows the Raman cross section of the LOFIS
LO lines, to be compared with the absorption curve. To
tain this data, the absorption of the laser, the reabsorptio
the Raman signal and the spectral response of the setup

FIG. 5. Position of the low-frequency Raman lines as a funct
of the inverse radius. The full symbols correspond to excitati
below the absorption and are plotted as a function of the ave
radii in the sample. The empty symbols correspond to the s
selective excitation of the particles and are plotted as a functio
the excited size. Full circles and triangle are taken from the wo
of Tanaka and co-workers~Ref. 9! and Othmani~Ref. 10!, respec-
tively. The line is the best fit to our data as discussed in the te

FIG. 6. Raman intensity for CdS nanoparticles~average radius
33 Å! as a function of the laser wavelength of the LO~full circles!,
depolarized LOFIS~full squares!, and polarized LOFIS~empty
squares! lines after correction of absorption. The thick line is th
variation of the optical density of the sample. Thev4 dependence
expected for nonresonant scattering is also plotted.
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taken into account. To do this, only the retro-Raman confi
ration was used to achieve a quantitative correction of b
phenomena. With this geometry, it is not necessary to kn
the spatial shape of the laser beam. When changing the
citation wavelength, special care was taken not to disturb
alignment. Because this task is especially difficult, we b
lieve our results are reliable to within 20%. This is enough
identify the position of the resonant transitions. Although t
Raman cross section is much stronger when exciting into
absorption features than when exciting outside~Fig. 6!, due
to the absorption of the laser, the reabsorption of the sig
and the heating effects described before, it is easier to ob
good spectra in the small absorption range where it is p
sible to use higher excitation power.

Figure 7 shows the full Raman spectra obtained with
citation out of absorption, for two samples having appro
mately the same particle size but different fabrication p
cess. One sample was obtained via a sol-gel route.17 The
intensity of the LOFIS line~compared to the LO line! de-
pends strongly on the set of samples.

We can summarize the above results to point out so
common features of all the obtained spectra:~a! the LOFIS
line position is excitation dependent when the excitation
varied inside the absorption band;~b! the depolarization of
the LOFIS lines depends very strongly on the position of
excitation. For all the samples, the LOFIS line is 100% p
larized for excitation below the absorption edge while it
depolarized when exciting above;~c! the LOFIS line~s! and
the 303 cm21 LO line are seen under the same conditions

All the results presented before concern the highest do
samples. Another set of samples with lower concentrat
and with smaller thickness was available. The experime
results concerning these samples are similar to those
scribed before, except for excitations outside the absorp
band where no Raman signal from the particles could
measured. This is just a manifestation of the important
crease in the efficiency of scattering when the excitat
moves away from the absorption.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to discuss the LOFIS lines, let’s recall the we
known relation giving their position:7

v5Sl ,n

v
2ac

, ~1!

where v is the position in cm21, v is the longitudinal or
transverse sound velocity expressed in the same unit as
light velocity c, anda is the radius of the particle expresse
in cm. Sl,n is a proportionality coefficient depending on th
vibration mode angular momentuml and the harmonic num
ber n, the chemical composition and shape of the partic
and the matrix.7

A. Excitation inside absorption: Size selection

A strong dependence of the LOFIS line position wh
changing the excitation wavelength is observed. For
sample of radiusa533 Å, the position changes from 19 t
11 cm21. The LOFIS line position being inversely propo
tional to the radius of the particle@Eq. ~1!# this means that
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the more the excitation is shifted to the red, the larger
size of the scattering particles. This corresponds to a s
selective excitation that can exist when the homogene
width of the electronic transition is smaller than the inhom
geneous one. Similar effects have been reported in lumi
cence experiment in CdSe nanoparticles.19 To check the hy-
pothesis of size-selective excitation, we plotted the posit
of this line as a function of the inverse excited radius w
empty squares in Fig. 5. The excited radii were evalua
from the absorption spectra: we first derived the position
the first maximum of absorption by taking the second deri
tive of the spectra for different samples having different a
erage size of nanoparticle. Then we plotted this position a
function of the average radius~obtained by SAXS! of the
nanoparticles in our samples. By interpolating the result
curve, we could make the conversion from wavelength
excited radius. The resulting points in Fig. 5 line up as
pected from Eq.~1!. This confirms that this depolarize
LOFIS peak comes from the scattering by the resona
excited nanoparticles only, and not from the full size dis
bution of nanoparticles.

Despite the number of works on this material, to the a
thors’ knowledge, it is the first report of this behavior. Su
phenomena may also exist in the LO Raman spectra, bu
small dispersion of the LO phonon branch makes it diffic
to observe it.

B. Excitation below absorption

The position of the polarized LOFIS peak is samp
dependent~see Fig. 3! but excitation-independent~see Figs.
1 and 2!. Therefore we ascribe it to the scattering from
nanoparticles in the samples. To check it, we plotted w
full squares in Fig. 5 the position of this line as a function
the inverse average radius of the nanoparticles in e
sample. Once again, the points line up, validating our
pothesis.

Points coming from both the polarized and depolariz
peaks line up on a same line. The slope of this line is p

FIG. 7. Comparison of Raman spectra~excitation wavelength
514.5 nm! for two samples with different elaboration processes a
matrices but close radii~bottom: a533 Å, borosilicate glass and
top: a537 Å, sol-gel silica glass!. The broad band around
50 cm21 is the boson peak of the glass. The LO lines arou
6303 cm21 are seen in both samples. The LOFIS lines~* !, close to
the Rayleigh line, are not seen in the sol-gel sample.
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portional toSl ,n @Eq. ~1!# and therefore characterizes the v
bration mode. Different slopes therefore correspond to
ferent vibration modes, excepted for some acciden
degeneracy. The best fit to this line givesS50.98. The cal-
culated values ofSl ,n ~Table I! don’t show such degenerac
around this value.~We estimate the experimental position
the LOFIS peaks to be reliable within61 cm21 that means
that the experimental slope accuracy is around610%!. Ac-
cording to Duval,20 only l 50 and l 52 modes are Raman
active, and only thel 50 modes give polarized scattering
Because for excitation below absorption we can observe
larized lines, we attribute these LOFIS modes to~l 50, n
50! modes with the free-surface boundary condition cor
sponding toS0.050.91.

Different hypotheses can be made to explain the depo
ized lines observed for absorption resonant excitation:~a!
to satisfy the selection rules predicted by Duval20 for per-
fectly spherical nanoparticles and nonresonant excitatio
the observed scattering is due to the~l 52, n51 and 2!
modes ~S2,150.72, S2.251.20!, these two modes having
similar intensities that prevent us to resolve the two lines
~b! the depolarized lines result from the scattering by~l 50,
n50! modes, the same as for the polarized lines, the dif
ent polarization behavior being due to the resonant natur
the process, or~c! the depolarized lines result from the sca
tering by ~l 51, n51! modes (Sl ,l51.01). Such modes ar
Raman inactive20 but were found to become Raman acti
under resonant conditions in the case of optical vibration21

In this case, the rough method used to determine the valu
the radius of the excited CdS nanoparticles should be h
responsible of the accidental coincidence of the points in F
5.

C. Nature of the Raman line at 43 cm21

In the above discussion of the spectra, we disregarde
narrow line that appears in the LOFIS spectra~Figs. 1, 2, and
4! around 43 cm21. The position of this line is excitation
and sample-independent. It is therefore not a LOFIS line
the sense that it does not come from the confinemen
acoustic vibrations.

Bulk CdS has the hexagonal wurtzite-type structu
~noted W! in normal conditions. The main Raman pea
comes from the 303 cm21 optical mode.22 A lot of other
features are also reported due to the nine optical branc
One of them is of special interest in this work because of
spectral position: the 43 cm21 optical mode. The observa
tion of this line confirms the wurtzite structure of the nan
particles because this mode does not exist in the ble
structure at the center of the Brillouin zone.23 This line is not

d

d

TABLE I. Values ofSl ,n to be used with the longitudinal soun
velocity asv in Eq. ~1!. The sound velocities used for this calcul
tion arev l54300 ms21 andv t51860 ms21 ~Ref. 24!.

Sl ,n Free surface Fixed surface

l 0 1 2 0 1 2
n50 0.91 0.51 0.37 1.43 0.64 0.89
n51 1.96 1.01 0.72 2.46 0.88 1.16
n52 2.97 1.36 1.20 3.47 1.29 1.49
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observed far from resonances and in low-concentra
samples because of its small Raman cross section.

D. Nature of the resonances

When exciting inside the absorption, as seen from Fig
there is a strong increase in the Raman cross section. In
case, the resonant transitions are those coming from the
riers inside the CdS nanoparticles. When the excitation
below the absorption, the Raman cross section of the po
ized LOFIS line increases much faster than thev4 law ex-
pected for nonresonant scattering~also plotted in Fig. 6!.
Therefore, there is still a resonance. No significant abso
tion is seen in the absorption spectra around these w
lengths. From Fig. 7, we can see that the ratio polari
LOFIS/LO depends on the elaboration process of the sam
We could check experimentally that the behavior for abso
tion resonant excitation is the same for both samples. So
believe that the transitions giving rise to this resonance p
cess involve defects. Because the observed vibration m
~l 50, n50! have a maximum deformation at the surface
the nanoparticles, the involved defects are probably loca
at the surface of the CdS nanoparticles. The relative inten
of the polarized LOFIS vs the LO peak is then a way
measure the number of surface defects in such kind
samples.

E. Comparison with previous works

The experimental results obtained by Tanaka a
co-workers9 and Othmani10 fit very well with our ones, as
seen in Fig. 5. The polarization behavior already descri
are also observed in these experiments. It should be not
that the use of only one excitation energy to characterize
samples can be the source of wrong interpretations, du
the size-selective excitation. The attribution of all the LOF
line to a single nanoparticle size is erroneous.9 The good
agreement between all these different experimental resul
a proof that we are dealing with a general behavior of C
nanoparticles in glasses because the preparation of
samples are different.

In CdSxSe12x-doped glasses, both the polarized and
depolarized LOFIS lines are reported11–14 and are correlated
to the spectral position of the laser with respect to the
sorption spectra of the sample in the same way as tha
CdS.

F. Nature of the acoustic modes

In a previous paper about CdSe nanoparticles,7 we could
observe three different acoustic modes related to one si
size. The present results only consist in one LOFIS line
B
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each of the resonant conditions. Two lines can be obser
in the overlap of these regions and therefore they corresp
to two different sizes because one of the resonance is
selective. So the broadening model presented in7 cannot give
much information here. We would like to give some arg
ments to explain the observed differences between the
very similar materials. The Bohr exciton radius of CdSe
around 54 Å and the samples measured in Ref. 7 have ra
below 40 Å. They all belong to the strong confinement
gime. The Bohr exciton radius of CdS is around 29 Å th
means that our bigger sample (a570 Å) nearly belongs to
the weak confinement regime while the other ones belon
the intermediate confinement one. Only the smaller sizea
519 Å) can be compared to CdSe. Because the excitatio
size selective, only the smaller wavelength~406 and 413 nm!
corresponds to excited sizes smaller than the Bohr exc
radius. For these two wavelengths, the signal to noise rat
poor because of the low excitation power required not to h
the sample, the absorption and reabsorption phenomena
also the poor response of our monochromator. Anyway, F
2, curve f shows two bands, one at 32 cm21 and another
broad one around 50 cm21. It means that CdS and CdS
nanoparticles have similar behavior when they are inve
gated under the same conditions. This also shows that r
nant Raman scattering from acoustic confined vibrations
good tool to access information about the nature of the re
nant electronic transition.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have demonstrated the interest of
LOFIS method in the study of CdS nanoparticles embed
in glasses. The changes in the spectra with the change o
excitation wavelength have been interpreted in term of re
nances. The confined electron-hole transitions, which g
rise to the increase of the «gap» with decreasing nanopar
size, leads to size selection under resonant excitation.
other resonant situation is also reported which involves
fects at the surface of the nanoparticles. These two re
nances have to be taken into account when characteri
such nanoparticles and their defects. They also can be
to study the coupling between confined electron-hole p
and confined acoustic vibrations.
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